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The Jordan Super.Fly 4 is the next installment of the Jordan Super.Fly series set to release from Jordan Brand. This silhouette is one
of the more popular shoes from the brand aside from their Air Jordans series.
Advertisment 
Adding some upgrades while keeping its traditional look, the Jordan Super.Fly 4 is built with a one-piece, no-sew base that offers
mesh detailing for lightweight breathability. The shoe keeps its Zoom cushioning that looks to be complete with FlightPlate. An
external heel counter is built on the back for stability for the foot for all motion movement.

As of right now there is no exact release date set for the first launch of the Jordan Super.Fly 4, as reports have them debuting later
this October 2015. 

Check out the detailed photos of one of the upcoming releases as well as a few other colorways below and let us know what your first
thoughts of the silhouette are in the comments section?
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A recent 
aj11 on the latest color "Black Knight" message detonated sneaker sneaker! This appears in front of everyone with a "Black Warrior
named NIKE AIR JORDAN 11! This design is to be changed to AIR based JORDAN 11 devil on the soles of black shoes and black
through the whole night, brought the dark falls like experience for us! Comparison of 
then we take a look at the new AIR JORDAN 11 "Black Knight" and AIR JORDAN "11 big devil" 
, by contrast, we can feel the NIKE AIR JORDAN 11 "Black Knight" in fact has not changed much, just based on "devil" on the white
carbon black with the sole plate to replace, not a little disappointed for waiting long Xiaobian me! But seeing the white sole "devil",
the black AJ11 "Black Knight" is still a little to look forward to! When the white sole has been on a rainy day can bring us many
inconvenience! The black sole AJ11 heiwushi for Naizang effect is very good. Never have to worry about the white sole brings
trouble! 
For the 
with a black patent leather to create AIR JORDAN 11 "Black Knight" used to see aj11 the white soles for the whole black sole the
sudden appearance of the "Black Knight" will you pay for it? Shopping guide: 
. 
focus on the small top, to bring you the latest information about sneaker shoes! You don't like the shoes to sneaker culture
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